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The Next Generation Foundation is a non-profit organization actively working in
The Gambia since 2015. The foundation focuses on various intervention areas to
address social issues and empower the youth. Over the years, the Foundation has
implemented several activities that impact the community. 
The foundation engages in various activities to foster personal development,
education, and community engagement among young people. The activities of
the Next Generation Foundation encompass various initiatives and programs
designed to equip the next generation of leaders with the skills, knowledge, and
resources necessary to thrive in an ever-changing world.

Overall, the Activities of the Next Generation Foundation are geared towards nurturing
the potential of the next generation of leaders by providing them with the tools,
resources, and support needed to succeed in their personal and professional endeavors. 

Introduction

Community Engagement: Next
Generation Foundation is involved in
community engagement activities
promoting young individuals' social
responsibility and civic participation.
This involves volunteer opportunities,
community service projects, and
advocacy efforts for important social
causes. 

Networking and partnership: The
foundation facilitates networking
opportunities and collaboration among
young professionals, students, and
organizations. This creates a supportive
ecosystem where individuals can
exchange ideas, collaborate on
projects, and build meaningful
connections

Educational Programs: The foundation supports educational programs
that enhance young individuals' academic and professional development.
These programs include scholarships, mentorship opportunities, and
educational workshops that provide valuable guidance and support. 
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Our Story So Far

 M I S S I O N ,  V I S I O N  &
V A L U E S

Our Mission: At NextGen, we are focused
on empowering and educating young
minds in The Gambia. We provide
comprehensive educational support,
consultations, and scholarships to equip
our youth with the necessary skills and
knowledge to overcome challenges,
innovate, and lead with integrity.

Our Vision: We envision a future where
socio-economic barriers do not limit the
aspirations of Gambian youth. Through
education, we seek to cultivate a
generation of informed, ethical leaders
and entrepreneurs committed to
sustainable community development and
the betterment of society.

Our Core Values:
Empowerment: Unlocking the inherent
potential within each individual.
Education: Championing the
transformative impact of learning.
Integrity: Upholding honesty and
transparency.
Respect: Valuing diversity and
fostering inclusivity.
Innovation: Encouraging creative
solutions and critical thinking.
Collaboration: Building strong
partnerships for greater impact.
Sustainability: Committing to long-
term, impactful solutions.

"Social Barriers
should not limit

potentials."

We believe in the transformative
power of education to uplift
individuals and communities. Our
purpose is to break the cycle of
poverty in The Gambia by
empowering the youth with
education and leadership skills,
fostering a future where socio-
economic barriers do not limit
potential

O U R  P U R P O S E



Donated

Next Generation
Prize for

Literature 

D18K
2023

In January 2023, we supported the Young Writers' Association of The Gambia
(YWAG) with D18,000 towards the award of “The Next Generation Prize for
Literature” under the Gambia Prize for Literature (GPL) 2023. YWAG is a group
of writers with over 50 members who support literary works for young people in
The Gambia. The association provides a platform for the recognition of young
writers. 
The funding provided by the foundation was instrumental in successfully
organizing the prize, including appointing a distinguished panel of jury
members and managing the call for applications. 



Estimated Students to
benefit from these books

Books Donated to
Saruja Primary

School
100

2023

NIn a significant effort to enhance educational resources, the
Next Generation Foundation contributed to Saruja Primary School
through the Saruja Foundation. This donation comprised various
books worth 55,000 Dalasis, encompassing key subjects such as
science, mathematics, English, and various reference materials.Number of school

supported

1



On October 27, 2021, the Next Generation Foundation made a significant contribution to
the educational landscape of Bundung by donating fifty thousand Dalasis (D50,000.00) to
Briwama Lower and Upper Basic School. This generous donation was strategically aimed at
enhancing the school's infrastructure, specifically focusing on procuring essential furniture.
This initiative underscores the foundation's commitment to creating an environment
conducive to effective learning. The fund is estimated provide furniture for 34 students and
may last for at least 5 years 

Number of estimated
users of the furniture in

5 years

Spent on the seminar

170

D50K

Purchase School Furniture - Bundung

2021



Good furniture is critical in the operations of a school. The provision of furniture to the tune
of D50000.00 by the Next Generation Foundation to Brimawa School in 2022 was timely.
The school had just built two new classrooms and desperately needed furniture. The extra

sitting accommodation provided by The Next Generation Foundation has helped the school
to increase its enrollment annually over the years, to the delight of parents. - 
John S.A Kemokai, Proprietor, Briwama School - Bundung, The Gambia

Feedback

2021



Facemasks distributed

Support Schools
with Facemask

100
2021

Next Generation Foundation donated ten thousand Dalasis
(D10,000.00) to the Mozilla Club of Hackathon Girls in February
2020. This contribution enabled forty young Gambian girls to
participate in the Tec novation Challenge, a globally recognized
tech education program. This program is dedicated to
empowering girls to become leaders and innovators in the
technology sector, with a mission to utilize STEM skills to address
real-world challenges.

Number of school
supported

2



Girl Participated

Support for
Tec novation

Challenge
40

2020

Next Generation Foundation donated ten thousand Dalasis (D10,000.00) to the
Mozilla Club of Hackathon Girls in February 2020. This contribution enabled forty
young Gambian girls to participate in the Tec novation Challenge, a globally
recognized tech education program. This program is dedicated to empowering
girls to become leaders and innovators in the technology sector, with a mission to
utilize STEM skills to address real-world challenges.



Next Generation Foundation supported the Upper River Region's (URR) youth, donating
twenty-five thousand Dalasis (D25,000.00) to the Regional Youth Committee. This funding
was crucial in facilitating training sessions for thirty teenagers from various Upper Basic
Schools in Basse. The initiative's primary goal was to provide education and empowerment
on issues of responsible sexual behavior and the consequences of early marriage.

Youths attended the
Seminar in Basse

Spent on the seminar

30

D25K

Seminar in Basse : Teenage Pregnancy
and Child Marriage

2019



We signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the Mozilla Club of Hackathon Girls. This
partnership was a strategic move to empower young girls in The Gambia through
technology-based education, addressing the gender gap in the tech industry.

On June 13th, 2018, the Next Generation Foundation demonstrated its commitment by
providing a grant of twenty-five thousand Dalasis (D25,000.00) to the Mozilla Club of
Hackathon Girls. This funding was strategically allocated for a summer class aimed at girls
from humble backgrounds with a keen interest in technology. The initiative's core objective
was to create a learning opportunity for 25 girls to develop and refine their technological
and coding skills.

Girls attended the
Summer Class

Donated towards the
Summer Class

25

D25K

Empowering Girls in Technology
Through Summer Class Sponsorship

2018



Youths attended

On challenges and barriers impeding students' access to
education

Educational
Consultation40

2018



Students beneifted
from our Scholarship

Scholarship
Awareded10

2015



Appreciation

We are grateful as we reflect upon the remarkable journey that the
Next Generation Foundation has embarked upon from 2015 to 2023.
This impact report, chronicling our journey, is a testament to the
extraordinary power of collaboration, dedication, and a shared
vision toward a common goal. The strides we have taken in
empowering the next generation are a direct result of the
unwavering support and commitment from our valued partners,
stakeholders, and everyone who has contributed to this incredible
journey.

As we turn the page to embark on new endeavors, we carry with us
the spirit of collaboration that has been the cornerstone of our
success. Together, we have laid a robust foundation for generations,
kindling hope and unlocking the doors to endless possibilities.

We express our profound thanks to each of you for being an integral
part of this journey. Let us move forward with renewed vigor and
optimism, continuing our shared mission to make a lasting difference
in the world.

Thank you, one and all, for being the pillars of this transformative
journey. Here's to a future with continued collaboration, growth, and
boundless opportunities.

We thank you for your
continued support in

our programs.

Next Generation Foundation
Kombo Lamin
Western Region
www.nextgenerationfoundation.org


